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Wikipedia offers the following description, definition & information, which answers reader 

Santanu's question about the origin of the name:  

 

In theosophy (anybody know what that is?) and anthroposophy (…previous question repeated…) 

Akashic records are a compendium of all human events, thoughts, words, emotions and intent ever 

to have occurred in the past, the present or the future. The records are believed by theosophists to be 

encoded in a non-physical plane of existence known as the etheric plane. There are anecdotal 

accounts but no scientific evidence supporting the existence of the Akashic records. Akasha (ākāśa 

आकाश) is the Sanskrit word for "aether" which means "sky" or "atmosphere". A related concept is 

the Preserved Tablet (al-Lawhu 'l-Mahfuz) of Islamic theology, the heavenly preserved record of all 

that has happened and will happen.  

 

Reader Denis extracted this early March 2015 gem from The Committee: (Merci encore pour votre 

intelligence, Denis)  

 

The Committee: "Sequences of events are this way; out from you extend many, infinite lines. As you 

travel farther out from yourself, the angle between them remains constant, yet the distance between 

the lines, horizontally, expands. Between these lines are many horizontal segments. Each end of each 

segment can be reached from a line intersecting either end of the horizontal lines. Each horizontal 

line may be followed in either direction, and each line may be shortened, lengthened or left as it 

exists yet its contents are permanent. Akashic records there are called, and most important, each line 

may be drawn closer, moved elsewhere or pushed farther out. Each may be any length, and complete 

a full circle around you. The many lines around you, taken and viewed together, make a sphere. 

Many levels and layers are formed by the groupings of the horizontal lines, suspended between the 

outward traveling straight lines" 

Responses from The Committee to your questions, then a triologue. (What the heck is a 

triologue? Read on.)  

 

RQ: The lines in the sphere represent feelings, emotions, memories or something else? 

C: The connections between them, not these things themselves. These things —the feelings, 

emotions, memories and reactions to all experiences—  belong to the creators of them. The lines 

are the links. 

 

RQ: What do the contraction and/or expansion of the sphere represent or mean? 

C: The sphere of existence never contracts, it only seems to shrink when approached from 

without. When beginning from the center or core, it appears to expand. On Earth this is called the 

Doppler effect. The sphere is infinite in size, because you reach all things and all of them reach 

you. The perfect universal organization ensures you see only what becomes relevant to the 

moment. Remember..moment and momentum are the same thing. 

 

RQ: If we come to view an event from a higher perspective, does that change the way it is 

recorded? (For instance, as a child we perceive an event a certain way, but as an adult we 

understand the event very differently.) 



C: No, events are recorded accurately as they are created. Perspectives change, caused by 

context and understanding, the result of experience. 

 

RQ: Can we, through intention, change the way an event is recorded? 

C: No. 

 

RQ: Could it be that both are called akhasic records, but they are really different? 

C: Humans may call anything a record and give it a label as preferred —common, even 

required where language is used— but an event and the observation of it are indeed different. 

Humans call this journalism. 

 

RQ: If these two are different, to what extent and scope is Earth information stored in each 

one? 

C: Information is only stored once and permanently. There is no requirement for a back-up 

and there are not two or several things related to memory. It is. 

 

RQ:  If indeed just one of the two is real, which one is? 

C: This question does not apply.  

 

RQ: If the two happen to be the same "thing", could you explain how it is possible? 

C: This question also does not apply. 

 

RQ: How are the Akashic Records of best use to us as humans, if at all?  

C: Memories are you. 

 

RQ: Would you give an example of how the Records have been used to help someone? 

C: Yes, humans call it life. 

 

RQ: How can we best access the Akashic Records? 

C: Remember. 

 

RQ: Are the Akashic Records in another dimension and/or non-physical? 

C: No, memories exist in all dimensions.  

 

RQ: I have read that everything that has happened, will happen or is happening, has already 

happened. If true, are the Akashic Records fixed and will never change? 

C: No, memories always grow, expand and increase.  

 

RQ: Would it be also called the Book of Life? 

C: An excellent description; yes. 

The Committee delivers a soliloquy: (A challenge since they're a trio, but the single voice qualifies in 

my humble opinion; prior use of the newly minted epithet triologue refers.) 

 

Greetings and salutations we give to you all, a story and sermon today we give, our pulpit only in 

your mind. Doubt not that such is real, if in your imagination you see one, for thought is 

existence as real as anything which seems to exist independent of thought.  

 

"That rock does not think" it is easy to say, but the sentence itself is a thought, therefore the 

thinking rock creates the thought in the observing human, who can —because of the physical 

limits of Earth surface existence— believe a rock cannot think. The human's thoughts create the 



rock the human sees. If none of you believed a rock could exist, nobody on Earth would ever see 

one.   

 

Thought is not a unilateral process; it is never one-sided. Natural light which reflects off the rock 

and reaches the human eye comes from the sun. Artificial light which illuminates, which reflects 

off and allows a human to see a rock in the absence of "natural" light —sunlight, in other 

words— is created by thought, which reaches the rock and evokes thoughts which create the 

rock. 

 

If you do not believe rocks exist, you would not see them. 

 

This is different from seeing but not understanding or recognizing what you see; you believe 

things exist, therefore they are and can be seen. Understanding can come later, if chosen. 

Experience will develop such knowledge, because recorded will such event be, after information 

is extracted from the records the subject of this channeling this day.  

 

Akash meaning sky, which means up, or away from the ground, the hard surface of the planet but 

which surrounds you all, even when not "up", elevated or at altitude. Most of the Earth's surface 

is not as hard as where nearly all humans dwell, yet the sky around and above you is the same 

over land or water, is it not? 

 

Memory surrounds you, permeates you because it is you. 

 

Recall is complete and instant based on desire and benefit. You choose to benefit from restricted 

and limited recall, and so you do.  

 

Memories not usually or typically available also surround you, all of you, and thus has this name 

been coined and applied.        

 

To the substance of memory, the physical existence of the information, we shall speak now, as 

we know this is of great interest. As an example we will use the human function of money and 

banks. Once common to always record physically the transactions and the maintenance of stored 

amounts, the vast majority of this process no longer uses or requires paper. Money is now 

created and destroyed with the push of a button. Is money maintained electronically less safe 

than when coins, paper bank records and notes were the primary and often sole means? No, 

money storage has become safer, more secure and more easily moved, what humans call spent. 

Redundant, immediate recordings of all transactions supply this security. The multiple, 

immediately created copies of electronic messages barely approximate the electronic back-up of 

bank transactions created, even when the computer method was new to the institution. 

 

Money has value solely from belief, its worth vaporizing the instant human belief stops. Offer a 

bill or bank note of British pounds, United States dollars, Euros or Swiss Francs to a bird, one 

which will allow you to even approach.  

 

Returning to memories, their value can never be reduced or eliminated in the way the desire or 

want for money is erasable, because memories —the records of Akash— are created by, from & 



through active participation. You, who exist always and permanently, carry your memories 

always for all to see, and they do for you to also examine. Restriction is only by mutual 

agreement, thus not a prohibition.  

 

Your soul, all things and all existence are built like blocks, constructed from and of the force 

deep inside atoms. Often have we discussed this, and we do so again one final time.  

 

The components or pieces of an atom are not solid, but appear this way. We use as an example, 

hot gas, without which electricity would not be generated at the moment by humans. What is 

created then directed into rotating machines & equipment for this purpose, can cut faster, deeper 

and sharper than any metal saw. It cannot be argued that steam is a solid substance yet at 

sufficient pressure and temperature, it will shape and form many solids faster than most other 

solids, but it is not. 

 

Crack open atoms to witness the explosion of the force we describe. Imagine this force not just in 

between the parts of atoms —what a nuclear explosion is, its release— but the even greater 

forces which create the pieces of the atoms. The neutrons, protons and electrons are the rotation 

of a small particle, of a still smaller particle and down to many levels smaller, all triangular in 

rotational effect. 

 

The frequencies of the rotations, called vibrations by humans, are what determine physical 

substance to other things which share the same range and thus detect one another. 

 

Memories are the same forces deep inside all things, but which do not build parts & pieces in 

such a way as to solidify them. Memories, or Akashic Records if you will, are these forces 

arranged in a different way but not locked physically.  

 

Memories and records exist and flow through and around all things, in perfect organization, they 

are the ultimate form of beauty and art, of analysis and of measurement; humans call this 

mathematics. 

 

Fare well we ask, and farewell we bid you all on your journeys. A pleasure it has been and will 

always be, to have been allowed to briefly join the one and many of you, by your invitation. To 

us you might believe you came, but it is the reverse which has happened. You invited us along 

on your trip; thank you all for the ride. 

 

   

 

    

  


